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DIGITAL ATTRAXION

WEB

www.digital-attraxion.com

DESCRIPTION
The first hainaut accelerator of digital startups . The MoveUp Program
is an all-in-one acceleration formula for the top innovative startups
that have at least a prototype or a Minimum Viable Product. The
MoveUp program takes up to 10 startups for 5 months in a common
space to investigate a common market. It offers direct access to
potential customers and technological partners as a test platform, a
series of workshops on technical and business topics, 1-on-1 coaching,
a series of pitches to customers and investors, a European
commercialization roadmap and funding.
Drone Technixx offers:
1. High accuracy geo referenced data acquisition, treatment,
analysis and furniture services focused on Industry and
Construction activity domains.
2. Specific civil and topographic drone development aimed to
significantly improve the drone operations while keeping the very
high quality of the data accuracy.
Facilitating the deployment, connection and management of IoT
sensors and devices in the enterprise's existing business processes

CONTACT

Denys BORNAUW, Directeur Corporate Relationship
E-mail: denys@digital-attraxion.com
Tel. [0032] 476339333

Pierre DESMETS
E-mail: pierre@dronetechnixx.com

DRONE TECHNIXX

www.dronetechnixx.com

EASYSENSE

www.easysense.io/

HOLIFRESH

www.holifresh.com

OkiDo Play

www.okido-solutions.com/

AIRWAFI (GANCO)

http://airwafi.com/

Airwafi eases Traveler Experience by acting as Airport Hospitality. We Songhee LEE Project Manager sh.lee@airwafi.com
provide mobile platform to airport worldwide.
Jamie LEE Founder jlee@gan-co.com

www.wesmart.com

WeSmart helps you control your energy consumption
efficiently. With our tool, you will be able to see real-time energy
consumption of your building, from the total consumption to each
floor, to each room in your building.

WESMART

Dominique DUHAYON, CEO Dduhayon@easysense.io
Benjamin VOITURIER, CTO bvoiturier@easysense.io

Business Intelligence Reports supplier to get a global view on all your Remy GIERECH, Chief Visionary Officer, remy@holifresh.eu
cold chain equipments, independently and in real time.
Olivier Willeman, Business Developer, olivier@holifresh.eu
Okidoplay is a connected bracelet for parental supervision.

Régis COLI, CEO, regis.coli@acas-technologies.com

François Bordes, CEO, francois.bordes@wesmart.com

